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ABSTRACT 

We present a reanalysis or" our original pole-extrapolation) 

mea:surements of the K-1T - elastic scattering cross section for ·two in

tervals in KIT invariant mass from threshold to 0.84 GeV. These 
- - - ++ measurements were obtained from the reaction K p -+- K 1T 6 at 

2.05 GeV/c and 2.63 GeV/c. We now show how the background from. 
- - + -the competing OPE process K p - (K '11' )('11' p) can be 4Pproximatelyac-

counted for. In addition we summarize some recent measurements of 

the T = 3/2 K'I1' cross section. 
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We present a reanalysis of our earlier work,l in which we 
. 2 

employed a Chew-Low extrapolation to the pion pole, using the reac-

tion 

- - - ++ 
Kp-K1T~ (1) 

in order to measure the T = 3/2 K1T elastic scattering cross section. 

In our original study we noted the presence of a substantial back

ground contribution from the competing reaction 

-- TftO -.-K"p- 1.">. . (890)1T p. (2) 

In this paper we calculate the background contribution explicitly, using 

a one-pion exchange model for Reaction (2), so that we may perform 

a background subtraction and thereby obtain a more re.Iiablevalue for' 

the extrapolated K1T cross section. We also present a summary of 

other recent measurements, as wE;)ll as the predictions of the 

Lovelace-Veneziano mode13 and current algebra. 4 . 
- - + - .' 

Events of the type K p -+ K p1T 1T were obtained in exposures 

of the LRL 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber to a separated K- beamS 

with incident momenta in the range 2.0 to 2.7 Ge Y / c. The two sampl~s 

selected for the K1T cross-section measurement consist of704Sevent/~ 
at 2~0 to 2 • .1 GeY/c (mean momentum = 2.05 GeY/c) aru:l 9148 evel;lt;s.. 

at 2.i51 to i.·78·G~V Ic (~~a~'~o~~~rum =2.63GeV Ic·). Weu'se 

cross sections for the reaction K - P -+ K - 1T - 1T + P obtained by inter

polating between values given by Dauber et al. 6 

In order to obtain an enriched sample of Reaction (1) we re

quire the invariant mass of the P1T+ system, M, to lie between 1.14 

and 1.31 GeY. In order to enhance the contribution to Reaction (1) 

from the one-pion excho.nge (OPE) process diagranuned in Fig. 1(a), 

we further limit the four -momenrum transfer squared from the target 

proton to the ~++ to It I < 0.3 Gey2 (t is negative in the physical 

region). As the invariant mass of the K- 1T - system, m, increases, 

It I min also increases, thereby increasing the extrapolation distance 

to the pion pole and making the extrapolated valueslel?s reliable. 

Therefore we have performed extrapolations only for m < 0.84 GeV. 

After the selections described above are made, 836 events remain. 
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Figure 2 shows histograms of m, M, and It'. ~l.~_()_sho.wn i,n 
- - + .. 'c'· 

Fig. 2 are the 1T p and K 1T invariant masses and the four-momentum 

transfer squared from the target proton to the 1T - P system for the 

836 events in the selected sample. The superimposed curves are the 

predictions by a model to be discussed below. It is evident from 

Fig. 2(d) that most of the background to Reaction (1) in our selected 

sample comes from Reaction (2). 

The Chew-Low extrapolation technique consists of extrapola

ting the function 

a (t, m, M) = (dt.~~ dM) /( dt ~a dM ) (3) 
OPE 

to the unphysical point t=m;. The numerator is the experimentally 

measured differential cross section for Reaction (1), and the denom

inator is the calculated differential cros s section for the OPE process 

shown in Fig. 1(a). Explicitly, 

In Eq'. (4) the quantities t, m, and M are as defined above; M is the 
. - p- -

proton mass; mw' the pion !naSS; q, the K' momentum in the K w 

rest frame; Q, the momentum of the 1T + in the 1T + P rest frame; and 

P
L

, the laboratory beam momentum; further, a(M) is the real1T+p 

elastic scattering cross section; a (m) is the real K-1T - elastic scat

tering cross section, which is set to 1 mb for calculating (3). The 

function F(t, m, M) is a form factor to aid the extrapolation; it has the 

property that F(m!, m, M) = 1. Therefore, a (m;, m, M) is the real 

K 1T elastic cross section, a 3/2(m). 

In this experiment statistics are limited, and as can be seen 

from Fig. 2(d), background is a serious problem. In order to mini

mize the uncertainty in the result due to the extrapolation procedures, 

we have employed a form factor, F(t, m, M), derived by DUrr and 

Pilkuhn, 7-9 which has been found in other experiments to approxi

mately describe observed pion-exchange differential cross sec-

t · 8,10-12 .. h k Ions, . In addItlon, we ave made bac ground subtractions, 

which are described below. 
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If F(t, m, M) correctly accounts for off-mass-shell effects and 

if there were no background in our sample, then measurements of 

(] (t, m, M) would yield values independent of t and M and equal to 

(] 3/Z(m). 

only at the 

In general, however, neither is true, and the equality holds 

exchange pole t = m~. If, however, (] (t, m, M) is a contin-. 'IT 
uous function of t with continuous derivatives -especially if it mono-

tonically approaches (] 3/2 (m) as t approaches m; -and if the back-
2 -2 . 

ground is less forward peaked than (t-m'IT) near the boundary of the 

physical region, then it is possible to estimate (] 3/2(m) by extrapola

ting measurements of (] (t, m, M) from the physical region to t = m; . 

The less accurate the measurements of (] (t, m,M), and the larger the 

background in the sample, the more important it is that (] (t, m, M) be 

a well-behaved slowly varying function of t. 

The extrapolation is performed in two O.1-GeV intervals in 

K-'IT - invariant mass, m, starting at 0.64 GeV. Each of these inter

vals is subdivided into intervals in I~ For each of-these subintervals 

the quantity 

(] (t, in) 

J(d3(] /dt dm elM) dt dIn dM 

6m,6M,6t , 1 ~d3(] /dt drndMbPEdt dIn dM 

.t.m.6M,' 6t 

(5) 

is evaluated, where the integral is over the regions defined by the 

intervals in t, m, and M, and t and iii are the mean values of Itl and m 

in each of these intervals. 

Figure 3 pllbts (] (t, m) as a function of t for each of the four 

intervals in m (square data points). As can be seen, these. measure

ments show a strong dependence on t. This is not surprising, because 

of the large amount of background known to be in the sample. 

As observed above, the OPE Reaction (Z), depicted in Fig. l(b), 

is a maj.or contributor tb the ba:c~roUJ;ld. ThiStreadiGn;amiother 1',ea-e

tions which produce K*'~(890)'IT p have been shown to be' well described 

by using an OPE model with Dtirr-Pilkuhn form factors, espe-
:19,13 . ..: + 

cially when the 'lTP system forms a 6(1238). Since theK 'IT elastic-
. b d' th . t 10 scattering cross section has een measure ill 0 er experlmen s, . 
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we may use this information to calculate the contribution of Reac

tion (2) to the background, assuming incoherence of the production 
14 

amplitudes. This contribution can be subtracted from the experimen-

tally measured d
3
0/dt dm dM to ~educe the effect of the background 

on the extrapolation. 

Figure 3 also plots 0' (t,m) as measured for this background

subtracted sample (triangular data points). As can be seen, this back

ground subtraction has dramatically reduced the dependence of 0' (t, iii) 
on t. 

Linear fits of the fo.rm a-bt were attempted for both sets of 

O'(t, m), and in each case the points at -t = - 0.02 GeV2 represent the 

extrapolated value and the associated statistical error. Only the' 

points with Itl< 0.3 Ge-l'were used in the fits. Table I summarizes 

the results of these fits, including fit parameters, extrapolatedcross 

sections, and the associated statistical errors. The 0'3/2(m) is 

obtained by averaging the background-subtracted results for the 2.05-

GeV/c ahd Z.63-GeV/c samples for each bin in m. 

In order to check that'the background subtraction is reason

able, we have calculated the differential cross sections dO- /dM, dO' /di, 

dO' /dt _ • dO'/dM _ • and dO' /dIn. •. + for our selected sample of data, 
. 'IT P 'IT P l\.'IT 

assuming that only Reactions (1) and (Z) contribute incoherently to the 

sample. The contribution from Reaction (1) is calculated by inserting 

our extrapolated value of (] 3/Z(m) in Eq. (4). We assume for this 

p~rpose that 0'3/Z(m) is 0 in the range 0.64-0,74 GeV. since the ex

trapolated cross section is slightly negative in this region. These cal

culated differential cross sections are plotted as the solid lines super

imposed upon the corresponding experimentally measured quantities 

in Figs. Z(b-f). As can be seen, this simple calculation gives a rea:

sonably good description of these data. This is a reflection of the 

small slopes of 0' (t, m) as a function oft for the subtracted extrapola

tions. The discrepancies between the calculation and the data are re

sponsible for the nonzero slopes that are present. We emphasize that 

we deduce nothing directly about the K - 'IT - elastiC eros s section from 

the extent to which, the curves of Fig. 2 describe the data. These 

figures illustrate only that Reaction (Z) is a large contributor to the 

background and that our procedure for calculating and subtracting thid 

contribution is reasonable. 
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In Fig. 4 the results of our background-subtracted extrapola

tions are presented along with the results of other attempts to meas

ure the T = 3/2 KTT elastic scattering cross section. In interpreting 

our results it is important to keep in mind the uncertainty inherent in 

this extrapolation procedure. The errors indicated on our measure

ments are just the statistical ones that are propagated from the least

squares fit to the linear fo;m for (J (iii, t). Although it might be rea

sonable to assume that (J (f, m, M) is a well-behaved function of t, there 

is nothing that requi.res it. Also, it is reasonable to as sume that the 

background is less forward-peaked than (t-m;) -2 ,but again, a priori, 

there is nothing to require it. To the extent that these assumptions 

are not true there will be systematic errors in interpreting the extra-
. . - - 15 

polated results as the K TT elastic cross section. 

Cho et al. 16 ob tain the K- TT - elastic cross section by perform

ing a pole extrapolation, using the reaction K- n - K- TT - p. For this 

reaction .theequation for (J(t, m) analogous to Eq. (4) hal;! a pole. at 

t = 0 unless d
2

(J /dtdm has a zero 'there. Any contribution tOd
2

(J /dtdm 

other than simple one-meson exchange in general gives a nonzero 

contribution to the amplitude at t = O. Cho et al. assume no such con

tribution and therefore constrain (J (t, m) to be finite at t =0. 

Jongejans et al. 17 perform a pole extrapolation, using 669 
. - - - ++ 

events of the type K p - K TT.6. , where themomenturn transfer 

squared to the .6.++ is less than 0.4 Gey2. They use a maximum

likelihood polynomial fit to describe the t dependence of their extra-
*0 -polation function. They do not account for the K (890)lT P background 

in their sample. They point out that the values they quote for the high

est two bins in KTT mass may be unreliable, since the smallest acces

sible value of /1:1 for these bi-ns is rather large, 0.2 Gey2. 
18 

Bakker et al.perform a pole extrapolation, using 1009 

events of the type K- n - K- TT -p having a momentum transfer squared 

to the nucleon less than 0.32 Gey2. They find that their results are 

not substantially different whether or not they use a form factor to de

scribe the t dependence of their extrapolating function, which is well 

fitted by a straight line. 

-6-

In addition, phase. shift analyse s 19,20 have been performed 

using the high statistics data of the International K+ Collaboration on 

. + t 0" +. h'· h b h K+ - 1 t' d h the reachon K p"'" K IT TT P In w 1C ot IT e as lC an c arge 

exchange scattering were studied. In each case, there is a solution 

for ,°
3

/
2 

which is compatible with our results on 03/2 and the sum

mary in Fig. 4. 

The solid curve on Fig. 4 is the T = 3/2 cross section as pre

dicted by the. Veneziano model of Lovela~e. 3 This prediction over

estimates our measurernents as well as the others shown' in the :figureo~ 

Current algebra predicts 
4 

s-wave K-n' scattering lengths of 

a
1

/
2 

= 0.26 F, 8;3/2 = -0.1_3 :' cor_r~sponding to a th~eshoid cr~ss 
section for the reaction K TT .... KlT of 2.1 mb. Th1s number 1S 

consistent with the results of Fig. 4.
21 

We express our appreciation to the staffs of the Bevatron and 
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